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CHOOSING THE RIGHT IMPLEMENTATION 
MODEL FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

There are currently over 1,000 LMS providers in the world.  Some LMS vendors offer free 
implementation while others charge $75,000, $100,000 or more. The level, breadth and cost of 
professional services LMS vendors provide is a big differentiator in 2016 and should be used as a key 
qualifier.  A wise buyer goes through two key steps in advance when actively trying to buy an LMS: 

• Defines the scope of the effort to successfully configure, integrate and migrate data from the 
old LMS and support their LMS over time

• Determines specifically what project management, stakeholder, executive and technical 
resources they have and can invest in the project

 
Until this detail is known, buyers can waste considerable time and money evaluating potential 
solutions that provide too little or too much implementation and configuration services for their needs.  
Choosing wrong inevitably leads to buyer’s remorse.

 
Ten years ago, the 25-30 potential LMS vendors had similarly priced professional packages that guided 
new customers through the mandatory, standard implementation and configuration process.  With 
the evolution of the hundreds of new cloud LMS providers and their ability to instantly spin up new 
customer sites, the choices for buyers have become more expansive and complex.

 
LMS implementation packages offered can be generally grouped into four models including free self-
service, assisted setup, full service and global enterprise, but there is plenty of gray area in-between 
each of these.  What implementation model fits your organization’s needs?
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FOUR MAIN IMPLEMENTATION MODELS

Below are the four main implementation models of LMS vendors. We’ll go into these in detail on the 
subsequent pages.

SELF-SERVICE
SETUP

ASSISTED
SETUP

FULL-SERVICE
IMPLEMENTATION

GLOBAL ENTERPRISE
DEPLOYMENT

• Best for small, 
price-focused 
organizations with 
very simple needs 

• Not a partner 
approach 

• Buyer is 
accountable for 
implementation 
success and failure

• Same as “Self-
Service” but with a 
little more contact 
from the vendor 

• Training sessions 
and a higher 
level of customer 
support can be 
purchased for an 
additional fee 

• Best for first 
or second time 
buyers with 
basic learning 
management 
needs, limited 
integration and 
manageable library 
of content

• Vendor partners 
with client 
to ensure 
implementation 
objectives are 
successfully met 

• Training sessions 
are performed 
one-on-one and 
are specific to the 
client’s business 

• Ideal for 
businesses that 
may need data 
migrations, 
enterprise 
functionality 
(e-commerce, 
multi-site 
branding, etc.), 
extensive content 
library and/or 
instructor-led 
training migration, 
and more

• Best for global 
businesses with 
locations across 
continents 
and in multiple 
languages/
currencies 

• Not a popular 
choice because 
of the project 
complexity, the 
amount of time to 
completion and 
the high lifetime 
costs of the system 

• May include 
business process 
redesign, mobile 
app development, 
outsourcing, 
complex systems 
integrations, and 
more

Cost: Free - $1K Cost: $1K - $20K Cost: $20K - $100K Cost: $250K - $1.5M

Note: Some vendors will fall under one category while others may fall under two or more.
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FOUR MAIN IMPLEMENTATION MODELS

TYPE 1: SELF-SERVICE SETUP

Since many of the new LMSs are cloud-based SaaS models, they are technically already “implemented” 
and only need to be configured.  With this type of system, the LMS is already there, allowing the buyer 
to easily open up a new, secure and private client area directly from the vendor website.    A shopper 
or buyer can create a free account directly from the vendor website and instantly begin a two to four 
week free trial. 

During the introductory period, buyers can begin to populate the LMS with courses, content, 
organizations, and users and configure the application themselves.  Configuration and even systems 
integration can range from extremely easy to infuriating.  At the end of the introductory period, the 
buyer can elect to continue on as a paying customer on a monthly or annual basis or not.  The LMS 
vendor typically provides email or ticket support for buyer questions during the introductory period 
and beyond. 

Self-service setup implementations are good for first time buyers with simple LMS needs and limited 
budgets.

TYPE 2: ASSISTED SETUP

In the above free scenario, any setup support the vendor provides is reactive, the assisted setup 
provides a minimum level of proactive support to accelerate the setup.  An assigned point of contact 
(project manager, success consultant or account manager) helps the buyer understand critical product 
decision points and manages internal resources to coordinate any technical tasks.  Services are 
provided virtually and are focused on the configuration of the system and not business or learning 
strategy. 

Vendors provide this service to help the success of the client’s on-boarding and roll-out.  The long-
term benefits of happy customers paying regular license subscription fees are worth it.  Assisted setup 
vendors have service packages that range from $1,000 - $20,000. 

Assisted setup implementation is appropriate for first or second time buyers with generally 
straightforward learning management needs, limited integration and manageable library of content.
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FOUR MAIN IMPLEMENTATION MODELS

TYPE 3: FULL-SERVICE MS IMPLEMENTATION

The full-service LMS implementation is a formalized, multi-step process that has been used for years.  
An experienced team of professionals guide you through everything including strategy, configuration, 
integration, training, roll-out, global roll-out and administration.  Process, templates and best practices 
are used to streamline what can be a complicated process.  Many full service vendors will also create 
custom e-learning content as well as provide aggregated off-the-shelf content libraries.

 
Many full-service vendors have core implementations under $50,000 but it is more common to pay 
up to $75,000 or $100,000 based on complexity, number of users, global locations, business units, 
historical data migration, scope of integrations and other variable factors.

 
If an organization is on its second, third or fourth LMS with years of data and business processes in 
place, a full service implementation is the way to go. 

 
Occasionally, a first-time buyer may need this if they have extremely complex business and training 
needs, or are moving from a home-grown or legacy learning system to a more sophisticated LMS.

TYPE 4: GLOBAL ENTERPRISE DEPLOYMENT

Global enterprise deployments often go well beyond learning or even talent management.  The biggest, 
most complex, global enterprise deployments of learning, performance and e-commerce solutions can 
only be done by a select handful of vendors (such as eLogic Learning) or 3rd party system integrators.  
These deployments can have hundreds of unique business units that work on every continent, 
servicing employees and extended enterprise audiences simultaneously in dozens of languages and 
currencies.

 
Specific services like business process redesign, mobile apps, customizations, outsourcing services, 
complex systems integration, international commerce, integrated talent management can drive these 
implementations to a million dollars or more.  At this level there is no standard pricing.
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OVERVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OFFERINGS 
BY MODEL
Below is an overview of what you can expect in regards to many of the pieces and parts that make up 
the implementation process. This includes timeline, client effort, vendor effort, and pricing.

Self-Service Assisted Full Service Global Enterprise

Avg. Timeline 1 week 2 weeks 6 weeks 16 weeks

% Client Effort 100% 85% 50% 25%

Planning All Client All Client

Vendor & Client work together 
to scope the project

Vendor manages the project

Vendor & Client work together 
to scope the project

Vendor manages the project

Design

Client configures  
(Template Design)

Client can make 
changes any time

Client configures  
(Template Design)

Client can make changes 
any time

Vendor presents options and 
assists with design decisions

Client configures  
(Template Design)

Client can make changes any 
time

Configuration depends on 
project terms  

(Custom Design)

Vendor has control over 
changes

Data 
Management All Client Some Vendor assistance

Vendor outlines the extraction 
process for Client

Vendor uploads Client data to 
LMS

Vendor outlines the extraction 
process for Client

Vendor may extract data for 
Client

Vendor uploads Client data to 
LMS

System 
Integration All Client All Client Vendor & Client work together 

to complete integrations All Vendor

Training All self-guided

Some live training sessions 
plus self-guided

Clients are often trained in 
groups 

Vendor leads formal training 
process

Training is customized to reflect 
Client’s specific use cases

Training sessions are dedicated 
to individual Client

Vendor leads formal training 
process

Training is customized to reflect 
Client’s specific use cases

Training sessions are dedicated 
to individual Client

Testing & 
Launch All Client All Client

Vendor assists Client in testing 
process

Vendor performs QA testing and 
solves issues before launch

Vendor assists Client in testing 
process

Vendor performs QA testing 
and solves issues before launch

Support Self-Service  
(User Guides, etc.)

Self-Service  
(User Guides, etc.)

Email Support

Self-Service  
(User Guides, etc.)

Email Support and/or Live 
Support

Dedicated Account Manager

Self-Service  
(User Guides, etc.)

Email Support and/or Live 
Support

Dedicated Account Manager

Pricing $ $$ $$$ $$$$$
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FULL-SERVICE LMS IMPLEMENTATION 
BENEFITS

Staying on time and on budget during LMS implementation takes collaboration, attention to detail 
and, above all, experience. That’s why eLogic Learning believes in and offers a Full-Service LMS 
Implementation Process. 

 
This implementation model gives repeat LMS buyers the best combination of training, design 
assistance, support, system setup and integration, and more. Here are just a few of the key benefits to 
choosing this type of implementation model: 

• Project completion in approximately 6 weeks

• A true team approach where both client and vendor share in the responsibilities of the project

• Customized project plan with tangible deliverables & milestones

• Clear communication & transparent project management throughout 

• Relevant training based on use-case scenarios developed just for your organization

• Guidance in data conversion and system integration minimizes unexpected delays

• Quality assurance testing to ensure a smoother, more effective launch and greater user-
adoption
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STEP-BY-STEP BEST PRACTICE 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

Now, we can’t speak for how ALL vendors handle their implementation process, but here’s a look at 
how eLogic Learning goes about our full-service approach so you can compare:

1. PLANNING

• Prior to the implementation process starting, your Account Representative will assist 
you in filling out a Client Questionnaire that reaffirms your business objectives and 
requirements 

• You’ll then be assigned a dedicated Project Manager who knows your organization and 
said business objectives and requirements

• A kick-off meeting is held to outline the process and develop a project plan

• Status update meetings occur weekly to keep the project moving on time, facilitate key 
design decisions, and answer any questions you may have

2. DESIGN

• You’re provided a design survey that lays out all the available LMS configuration 
options. Step-by-step instructions make the design survey easy to understand and 
complete, even if you’re not in IT

• We’ll guide you through the configuration and ensure the LMS is set up to meet your 
business objectives, including mapping data elements from your legacy LMS

• We also provide you with a Branding Design document to begin getting those branded 
elements ready 

• The LMS’s flexible architecture means that anything you decide today can be changed 
tomorrow

3. DEVELOPMENT

• We build out your LMS production site based on the specifications included in the 
Client Questionnaire, Design Survey, and Branding Design documents

• We facilitate integration of external systems and data feeds

• Your team exports the data, we integrate it – it’s as simple as that
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4. TRAINING

• We create use cases based on your business scenarios to make training relevant to you

• All new clients receive over 20 hours of client-specific system training before go-live

• By the time the system does goes live, you’ll be able to focus your full attention on your 
business goals – navigating the system will be second nature

5. TESTING, SYSTEM INTEGRATION & CONVERSION

• We help develop scripts for your team to use in the user testing phase of the 
production site

• Working closely with your IT team, we help in mapping your historical data, such as user 
records, transcripts, in-process registrations, etc.  

• The production and staging environments are fully configured so your team can give it a 
complete run-through before launch

• We also perform a quality assurance review to fix any final issues

• You can rest easy the night before launch knowing that the system has been tested 
from every angle

6. GO LIVE (LAUNCH)

• We provide recommendations on communication and roll-out strategy best practices

7. SUPPORT

• Our interaction doesn’t end after implementation is done:

• You’ll hear directly from our CEO after implementation to talk about how 
everything went

• Our U.S.-based support team is there to help you whenever you need it with a 
prompt 30-minute response time during normal and extended business hours 

• Clients also have access to a library of both self-help and guided-help resources 
(guides, webinars, etc.) and continuous system-training options, in addition to the 
live support team 

• Our Client Success Manager will check in continuously to hear about your project 
and what you have planned for the future of your organization’s learning and 
development – and how we can help you get there
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CONCLUSION

Aligning the level of professional and LMS implementation services provided with services required 
is a key factor in finding your right LMS!  There is no sense evaluating vendors, no matter how cool or 
affordable their products are, if they can’t make you successful.  

 
What is needed for success is subjective though based on an organization’s unique business needs, 
experience, resources and length of LMS track record.  Be prudent and choose well!

Interested in learning more about our implementation 
process or our eSSential LMS? Click the buttons below!

REQUEST A DEMO CONTACT US

https://elogiclearning.com/essential-lms/demo-request/
https://elogiclearning.com/contact/
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AWARD-WINNING LMS SOLUTION

Each advancement we make to the eSSential LMS is to ensure our client-partners can achieve their 
training and development objectives now and in the future. The eSSential LMS is recognized as a top 
learning management system year after year because of our commitment to continuous improvement 
and customer support.

We’re honored to be recognized by some of the most renowned analysts and organizations in the 
e-learning industry, but we’re most proud of the recognition we receive from our client-partners!

Brandon Hall – Silver Award Best Advance in 
Learning Management Technology for Compliance 
Training (2017)

Talented Learning – Best All-Purpose Extended 
Enterprise LMS, Top 3 Continuing Ed LMS, Top 
3 Compliance LMS (2017); Best All-Purpose 
Extended Enterprise LMS, Top 2 Continuing 
Ed LMS, Top 3 Compliance LMS (2016); Top 3 
Continuing Ed LMS, Top 10 Channel LMS, Top 10 
Customer LMS, Top 10 Compliance LMS (2015)

The Craig Weiss Group (formerly Elearning 24/7) 
– #1 LMS (2018 & 2017)); Top 3 LMS (2016); Top 
3 LMS, Top 2 Extended Enterprise LMS, & Top 5 
NextGen LMS (2015); Top 5 LMS (2014)

CODiE – Best Corporate / Enterprise Learning 
Solution Finalist (2017)

Training Industry – Learning Portal/LMS Watch 
List (2017)

Elearning! Magazine – Best of Elearning! Award 
of Excellence – Enterprise LMS (2017); Best of 
Elearning! Cloud LMS (2015)

Capterra – Top 20 LMS Software (2014 & 2015)

Bloomin’ Brands – Purveyor of the Year (2009 & 
2010)

AND MANY MORE!
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ABOUT ELOGIC LEARNING

eLogic Learning is an award-winning industry leader in learning management systems, custom course 
content and learning strategy development. Founded in 2001, eLogic provides personalized solutions 
to each of its client partners to help their learning and development efforts succeed. 

WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT

eLogic also puts a strong emphasis on its partnership approach. We believe clients shouldn’t be treated 
as just an income source or numbers on a spreadsheet but as partners who can trust us to keep their 
best interests in mind and help them succeed. 

Now, we’ve noticed a lot of other vendors throwing around the words “partner” and “partnership” 
lately too, but that really isn’t enough, is it? For us, it goes beyond just words. We’re here to make sure 
we deliver on our promise to help our client-partners increase productivity, mitigate risk, generate 
revenue, and see a return on their investment.

WE GIVE BACK

We are committed to devoting our time, resources and efforts to benefit the world around us. That’s 
why with each new client or sale, we celebrate our success by providing an opportunity for both our 
employees and clients to select a charity where we donate a portion of the proceeds. It’s our way of 
saying thanks and giving back.

LEARN MORE

You can learn more about eLogic Learning, eSSential LMS, or even schedule a free live demo by clicking 
the buttons below:

REQUEST A DEMO CONTACT US VISIT OUR WEBSITE

https://elogiclearning.com/essential-lms/demo-request/
https://elogiclearning.com/contact/
https://elogiclearning.com

